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• previously studied items interfere with performance on the current
trial

• PI is the main cause of forgetting

• fMRI studies found LIFG, FPC, and rIPS show increased BOLD for
high proactive interference (e.g., Jonides, Smith, Marshuetz, Koeppe,
& Reuter-Lorenz, 1998; Badre & Wagner, 2005).

• main theories emphasize biased competition of attention or context re-
trieval (see Jonides and Nee (2006) for a review)

Background

• 28–128 Hz gamma oscillations and attentional selection (e.g., Fries,
Schröder, Roelfsema, Singer, & Engel, 2002; Fan et al., 2007)

• 4–9 Hz theta oscillations correlate with episodic memory (i.e., con-
text retrieval) (e.g., Sederberg, Kahana, Howard, Donner, & Madsen,
2003)

• 9–14 Hz alpha oscillations reflect inhibition (e.g., Jensen, Gelfand,
Kounios, & Lisman, 2002; Jokisch & Jensen, 2007)

Hypotheses

•N=16 epileptic patients
• Sternberg task with faces

and letters
• proactive interference us-

ing recent negatives manip-
ulation (Monsell, 1978)
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Study design

• pharmacologically intractable epilepsy
• record directly from cortical surface & hippocampus

surface electrodes depth electrodes
Collaboration with
• Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia)
• Universitäts Klinikum Freiburg (Germany)

Intracranial EEG (iEEG)
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Behavioral Data

powchan,freq,time = β0 + β1S + β2PI (1)

where:
S =summed similarity
PI =proactive interference
pow=power during probe interval

only correct lure trials
results are qualitatively similar when RT is regressed out

oscillatory power is computed using Morlet wavelets

Regression methods

summing z-values (adaptation of
Sederberg et al, 2006 for regression analysis)

Analysis methods
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Oscillation results

Time course of frontal gamma and delta

right frontopolar gamma right BA 46 delta
Time courses of temporal regions

right temporopolar left entorhinal

Time course of right parietal delta

Selected time courses

Is there a relation between the magnitudes of neural and
behavioral proactive interference effects across participants?
• neural PI effect: mean z-value in a region
• behavioral PI effect: slope of acc or RT on list lag of probe
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Correlating neural and behavioral PI effects

letters faces
Number of significant electrodes

Most important frequencies

1. for every participant, find the electrodes in BA 10 (frontopolar) and BA
38 (temporopolar)

2. complex part of the wavelet transform → phase
3. compute the phase-locking value (Lachaux, Rodriguez, Martinerie, &

Varela, 1999) for every pair of channels:
PLVt = 1

N |
∑N

n=1 exp(jθ(t, n))|
where θ(t, n) = phase difference between the two channels at time t in
trial n

4. compute a surrogate distribution, in which the power from one of the

electrodes is shuffled in time (250 permutations)
5. compare the empirical PLV to the shuffled PLV-distribution to find a

p-value
6. compute the fraction of significant across-region synchronizations

Analyzing phase synchronization

Fronto-temporal phase synchronization (BA38 → BA10)
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Phase synchronization results

45 Hz 80 Hz
electrodes showing significant across-region synchronization in timebin
100–200 ms
green = both letters and faces show the effect
yellow = only faces are synchronized
purple = only letters are synchronized
When there is a difference, low PI has higher synchronization

Synchronized electrode locations

• proactive interference resolution related to delta and
gamma oscillatory power in frontal and temporal cortex

• might reflect both attentional selection and executive func-
tioning. Alpha inhibition hypothesis rejected.

• neural and behavioral PI effect correlate
• phase synchronization between frontal and temporal cortex

Conclusions
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1) take min or max p-value in freq band (for pemp and pboot)

p close to 0

regression coeff

+

- p close to 1

freq (Hz)

2) take mean(norminv(p-value)) within-subject
(pemp and pboot)

norminv(p-value)

large neg regression

large pos regression
3) sum these across subjects (pemp and pboot) 

4) determine p-value

5) apply FDR to determine p-value threshold
bootstrap distribution

pemp

Summed-z method details
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